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Second house and its importance: Eyes 

 
S Sankaran 

 
Abstract 

The eye impact is observed severe in the modern day phenomenon. Extensive use of the computer, 

mobile and laptops lead to highest usage of bright light that impacts our eyes. The ancient astrology is 

studied to provide better light to the current day to show the same is being effectively transformed. We 

could observe every kid on an average wears the spectacles. Eventually this leads further eye related 

problems even lead to surgeries such as cataract. This is researched to validate in details as applicable 

in current day. 
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1. Introduction 

Typically, Sun with excess planetary power of light impacts the eyes and Venus as defined in 

the texts says conjunction of both these planets impact the eye related illness. Eventually 

leads to blindness. In contrary, Saturn the dark planet also contributes to the eye issue. Venus 

through nervous disorders, Mars through accidents, Moon due to excess secretion. This again 

against the favorable transit alignment that is placed in real time.  

 

2. Rules for the Eye diseases 

Few Definition for the Eye ailments (Netra Roga) as per the book of Medical Medical 

Astrology by Dr. Krishna kumar are as below: 

1. If the lord of the 2nd conjoins with Saturn, Mars and Mandi the native will become 

Nethra Rogi (eye disease). If many malefics are posited in the 2nd and if the Saturn 

aspects the second house, there will be chronic eye problems.  

2. If a malefic is in the 1st or 12th house the native is blind and eyes are always closed.  

3. If Sun is with malefic in 12th house or in a trine there will be no lustre in eyes of the 

native.  

4. If Venus is with malefic in 2nd or 12th house the native shall be of one eyed or of poor 

vision.  

5. When Moon and Mars fall in same degree, the native shows a mark or spot in his eyes.  

6. If Sun and Moon are aspected by malefic or when they are positioned in the houses of 

retrograde planets or occupy 6th, 8th and 12th native shall have crooked eyes.  

7. If malefic is in ascendant or the 12th house the native is blind.  

8. The native will suffer from eyes problem if the lord of the 6th house is owned by 

retrograde planets.  

9. If the 8th and the ascendent lord occupy the 6th the native will develop trouble in the 

right eye.  

10. The Venus is in 6th or 8th the native will have problem in his right eye.  

11. If Saturn, Mars and Gulika conjoin with the lord of the second house, the native suffers 

eye disease.  

12. If malefic are in second house from Ascendant and aspected by Saturn the native suffers 

eye disease and injury.  

13. When the lord of the second house occupy 6-8-12 from Venus the native will suffer eye 

troubles.  

14. When Sun is in the trikona sthanas 5 and 9 and gets the aspect of malefic the natives eye 

will look dull without brightness.  

15. When Moon and Mars conjoin together in 6-8-12 the native becomes blind due to fall. 
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16. When Jupiter and Moon are posited in 6-8-12 the native 

becomes blind due to seminal discharge. 

17. If benefics occupy 6-8-12 house and malefic aspects, 

then the native becomes blind. When Moon and Mars 

conjoin together in 6-8-12 the native becomes blind due 

to fall.  

18. If Mars occupy the ascendent when Aquarius is rising 

the native becomes blind. 

19. If malefics are in fifth and fourth house the native loses 

vision. 

20. The native becomes blind if Moon is posited in 6- 8-12 

and is aspected by malefic planets. 

21. If Moon and Sun are in 12 and not aspected by benefics 

the native becomes blind. 

22. When Rahu occupies 5th house from ascendent or from 

Venus and gets the aspect of Sun the native's eye will 

be destroyed. 

23. When Saturn is in the 4th and gets the aspect of 

malefic, the native will lose his eye-sight. 

24. If Venus and Moon are in 6-8-12 the native will suffer 

from Night-blindness. 

25. If the lord of the second house is occupying the 

ascendent along with Venus and Moon, the native 

suffers from night-blindness. 

26. If Saturn is posited in the 2nd house the right eye of the 

native is affected. 

27. When Mars or Moon are in the ascendent and if Venus 

or Jupiter aspects the lagna the native will be one eyed. 

28. If Moon is in the 7th house in Leo and aspected by 

Mars, the native will be one eyed. 

29. When Sun occupies fifth and ninth house and gets the 

aspect of malefics his eyes will not be firm i.e. it will 

always be moving. 

 

Though the above rules are widely defined the rule of eye 

need to be supported by the Drekkanna called as decanate in 

Chapter 12 of Brihat Parasara hora sastra in Page 130 & 

131.  

Typically eye impact is observed as per the decanate of First 

Decanate in 3rd cusp for left eye and 12th cusp in first 

Decanate. This is contrary to multiple other books of Jataka 

Alankara published by Sarawathi Mahal Publication. 

 

In the Jataka ALangara it is given as Left eye as on 2nd cusp 

first decanate and 12th cusp of second decanate. This is in 

alignment to multiple other cross referenced articles.  

Second house typically represents the second house as Right 

Eye and 12th house represents the Left eye for male and 

reverse for female gender.  

 

3. Analysis 

On Analyzing the Chart as per Research Methodology.  

 

Gender: Male  

 

Birth date: 21-April-1964 

 

Born Location: Chennai.  

 

Latitude: 13N04.00 

 

Longitude: 80E17.00 

  

 
 

Fig 1: Natal Chart 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Navamsa 

 

 
 

Fig 3: Decanate 

 

When this person started wearing glasses? 

For this persons, Ascendant is Cancer and it is in the star of 

Saturn. Ascendant lord is Moon and Moon is in the star of 

Ketu. Moon is in the Leo.  

Moon receives the Saturn’s 7th aspect from Aquarius. For 

the sixth cusp, Saturn determines the medical illness. 

Second house lord is Venus is present in the 9th house. Sixth 

cusp lord is Saturn. Venus is the second cusp lord.  

Rahu is present in the second cusp in Decanate.  

Rahu has unique property of inheriting the planets that sees 

him and also the place he is at. This means, Rahu inherits 

the properties of Venus by his presence.  
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Also the Ketu, Sun, Jupiter present in the 8th cusp is also 

inherited by 2nd cusp.  

For the eighth cusp, operated by Ketu, Sun and Jupiter 

present in the Aries Lord of Mars.  

Then again for the 12th cusp, Moon and Suns support is 

required.  

By the above 29 Rules and by the Decanate, by the Dasa 

Bukthi and Andara. This means at the age of 26 during Sun 

Dasa, Moon Bukthi, he had tears flows from his eyes 

frequently. Indicating the transit alignment pointing to eye 

deficiency. This was remediated by the spectacles.  

The impact aggravated and reduced power during the 46 

years and lead to Cataract Surgery and at the age of 47 the 

surgery on other eye was performed.  

At the age of 53, he had serious nervous disorder.  

  

4. Conclusion 

In reality the rules provided is observed in accuracy to the 

findings. All the rules need to be validated to ensure the real 

time accuracy of the facts and applicable in current time.  

The rules should not be looked in direct birth chart and 

decanate alone. This has to be matched against the transit 

alignment with Dasa, Bhukti, Andara as required to 

determine the accuracy of the predictions.  
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